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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new approach to analytical design of coal mine seals to safely
resist explosions during their intended life. Under the current Australian regulations,
ventilation control devices (VCD) such as seals and stoppings are required to be tested
to achieve pressure ratings of 14, 35, 70, 140 or 345 kPa. Since full-scale testing of
seals under various loading regimes is economically prohibitive, a new trend is
emerging where high-fidelity physics-based models calibrated using only one full-scale
test are employed to predict ultimate strength of seals. In this paper, the explicit
dynamics non-linear finite element code LS-DYNA is used to develop high-fidelity
physics-based (HFPB) computer simulations to predict the results from physical testing
of coal mine seals. Test data from live gas/coal dust deflagration explosions at Lake
Lynn, PA, USDA are used to simulate a realistic loading environment caused by 140
kPa (20-psi) explosions. The benefits of the new approach are also outlined.

INTRODUCTION
Explosions of gases and of coal dust have always been a basic hazard in coal mines and
to this day continue to be the cause of disasters in coal mines. The advancement of
knowledge in seal design and construction has tended to be driven by these disasters. In
response to the alarming number of fatal explosions and fires in U.S underground coal
mines the Bureau of Mines was set up on July 1st, 1910 (Tuchman and Brinkley, 1990).
Various experimental mine facilities around the world conducted live explosion tests in
the absence of mathematical models that could adequately describe seal response to
such explosions and also lack of ability to effectively measure and define real time
explosion impulses. It was in 1930 that experimental work involving measurement of
seal response to explosions by the U.S Bureau of Mines started an understanding
structurally what influenced the performance of ventilation seals when subjected to an
explosion overpressure.
The 1994 explosion at Moura No.2 Mine renewed the focus on VCDs within Australian
coal mines with closer examination of the design and construction of seals. This
resulted in new legislation in Queensland that gave prescriptive ratings for seals and
stoppings and required live testing of seals and stoppings in an "internationally
recognized mine testing explosion gallery". As part of the research undertaken at this

